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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the
results obtained for binomial differential equations ([9])to general algebraic differential equations. Let a (]=0, 1,
n; k-0, 1,
q.) be
entire functions without common zero for which aoqo.aqnO. Put
1.

...,

qj

Q(z, w)
k=0

aw

,

...,

(q= deg Q)

and we consider the differential equation (:=D.E.)

Q(z, w) (w’)

(1)

Q0 (z, w)

j=l

under the condition
n--l).
(2)
qn+n)q+j (j:l, 2,
We suppose that the D.E. (1) is irreducible over the field of meromorphic
functions in Izl<oo and that it admits at least one nonconstant v-valued
algebroid solution w=w(z) in the complex plane. We say that the
solution w is admissible if
T(r, f/aqn)=o(T(r, w))
for rooo, possibly outside a set of finite linear measure, where
n; k-0, 1,
q). For example, when all a are polynomials,
(]=0, 1,
a transcendental algebroid solution of the D.E. (1) is admissible.
In this paper we denote by E a subset of [0, oo) for which m(E)
and by K a positive constant. E or K does not always mean the same
one when they will appear in the following. Further, the term "algebroid" (resp. "meromorphic")will mean algebroid (resp. meromorphic)
in the complex plane. We use the standard notation of the Nevanlinna
theory of meromorphic ([3]) or algebroid functions ([6], [10], [11]).
2. Lernmas. In this section, we shall give three lemmas for later

...,

...,

...,

use.

Lemrna 1. Let v be a transcendental algebroid function such that
v and v’ have at most a finite nmber of poles. Then, for some positive
constants K and K it holds
M (r, ) K + KrM (r, v ) (r E),
vhere M(r, v)=maxll_-lv(z)l ([5]).
Lemma 2. Let g be a transcendental entire function. Then,
([4]).
M (r, g’) =2M (r, g) (r E)
equation
the
roots
The
absolute
values
Lernrna 3.
of
of
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+a=0

are bounded by

max {n a I, (n a I) ’/, ..., (n a i) ’/}
([7]).
a
Let
be
nonconstant
w=w(z)
v-valued
Theorems.
algebroid
3.
solution of the D.E. (1) under the condition (2). We lut
q=q and max {qj+j}-p
O<=j<n-1

for simplicity.
Theorem 1. I) If qo<=q+n, then the poles
the set of zeros of a.
II) If p q + n, then

of w

are contained in

N(r, w):KN(r, 1/aq).

We can prove this theorem as in the case of Theorem 1 in [9] by
means of the test-power test.
Theorem 2. Suppose that pq/n and anq i8 a polynomial. Then,
w w (z) satisfies
min(n, q+n--p)log/M(r, w)K log+M(r, aj)+O(log r) (r e E).
j,k

Proof. If w is algebraic, there is nothing to prove. We then
suppose that w is transcendental and M(r, w)l (r e E). Let S be the
set o zeros o aq. S is then a finite set and the poles of w are contained in it by Theorem 1-I). Since w is a solution o the D.E. (1), it
satisfies
ae(z, w)Q(z, w)--{0(z, w)w’}-Qo(z, w)Q(z, w)
where Qn(z, w).-Q(z, w)/an. We put for w=w(z)
q-1
V(z)=w/’/(q+l)+ (a/a)w/’/(k+l)
3

-,

j=l

and
q-1

V(z)- F, (a,/a)’w+’/(k+ ).
k=0
Then
Qn(z, w)w’-- U’(z)- V(z)
(4)
and the poles o U(z) are contained in S. Further, the poles of U’(z)
are also contained in S. In fact, substituting (4) into (3), we have

aQ(z, w)Qn(z, w)n--:{U’(z)-V(z)}--Qo(z, w)Q(z, w) -1

(5)
j=l

and suppose that U’(z) has a pole at z=c’
side of (5) has then a pole at z=c’, but the
no pole at z=c’, which is a contradiction.
Applying Lemma 1 to U, we have
M (r, U) KI / K2rM (r, U’)
(6
Let z be a point such that
M(r, U’):[U’(zr)l, Izrl--r
Then,
M (r, V’)-- M (r, V) <=1U’(zr)
(7)

outside S. The left-hand
right-hand side o (5) has

(r e E).

(r e E).

V(zr)1.

N.

96
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Since

M(r, U)=M(r, w)q+/(q4-1)--KM(r, w)

(S)
and

,

M(r, ank)

r

q-1

M(r, V)<=KM(r, w)

(9)

{rM(r, ak)2+M(r, a)}/r/ (r e E)

k=0

by using Lemma 2 if necessary, where d=deg a, we have
(10) M(r, U’)--M(r, V)={M(r, U)--K1}/(K2r)--M(r, V)

K M(r, w) q/ KM(r, w)

rom

(6)

{rM(r, a )+M(r, a)}+r

r

Further we have or ]=0,...,n--1
(11) a(z)Q(z, w)Q(zr,

KM(r, w) +(n--)
Kk =0

Applying Lemma 3 to (5) at

M(r,

M(r, %)

z=z

M(r, a)

r

=0

and using (7), (10)and (11), we have

w)’+-)/K[ mx ({
+ {r (, e) +

(r, )} + r

1/

which reduces to our inequality to be roved by calculating log of the
both sides of this inequality.
ae onomial ag that <q+.
Theorem 3. Soe that all
the D.N. (1)
The,
alebroid oltio w=w(z)
By
and
we
2
heorems
obtain
1
Poo.

o

T (, w) 0 (lo r) (r N),
which shows that w is algebraic.
4. Application. As a special ease of heorem g, we have the
following:
CorollarT. Soe that a1% are polynomials. The,
q---- 1 (=0, 1,
1),
meromorhie oltio the D.N. (1)
i rational.
his is an improvement of corollary in [8] and considering the
following Nremenko’s result ([2]):
"Soe that the D.N. (1) ha a admissible meromorhie oltion.

.,

-

The,

q(--) (=0,

o

, ...,

)",

this is also a generalization of the ease of binomial differential euations
(see [1], Lemma 1-(i)) to our ease.
5. Conjecture. As in [9], we can give the following conjecture"
the D.N. (1)
algebroid otio
Conjecture. Whe <q+,
wold not be admissible.

o
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